


 

upTOP sofTRUSS™

Soft Top Compatible Light Weight High Capacity Bed Rack System

TRUSS 
Soft Top Compatible

The upTOP TRUSS™ Bed Rack System is designed for extreme trail use. The included Armor Load 
panels allow the attachment of all your must-have gear for every adventure. This set of instructions is 
NOT vehicle specific. The assembly and installation of our TRUSS system is the same regardless of 
vehicle unless otherwise noted.  

NOTE: eX Rack Systems can be fitted to reTRAX and Soft Top Compatible TRUSS Systems but due 
to the mounting methods and adjustability the load bars on the eX would not be level with the load 
bars on available roof racks without modification. 

LOAD CAPACITY 350 Pounds Dynamic (Moving) 

IT IS CRITICAL THAT THE TRUSS SYSTEM BE INSTALLED TO THE TRUCK PRIOR 
TO THE SOFT TOPPER SYSTEM (NOT INCLUDED). THE INSTRUCTIONS ARE 
WRITTEN IN AN ORDER THAT WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE IF THE TOPPER IS 
INSTALLED ON THE TRUCK FIRST.

TOOLS REQUIRED 
4mm Allen Wrench 
5mm allen Wrench 
13mm wrench and/or Ratchet/Socket 
10mm Wrench and or Ratchet/Socket 
BLUE thread locking compound 

Start by unpacking your TRUSS system. The unit arrives in protective bubble wrap and 
shrink wrap. Use caution when removing the packing material so as not to damage the finish 
on your parts. Inspect all parts for any damage incurred during shipping to your location. IF 
YOU NOTICE DAMAGE TO ANY OF THE INCLUDED PARTS immediately contact us at 
720.730.6381 ext.104 or email support@uptopoverland.com so that we can work with you to 
survey the damage and course of action for repair or replacement. 
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COMPONENT DIAGRAM 
The illustration below show the major components (minus hardware) that make up the 
sofTRUSS system. There are also hardware bags that are labeled for the various steps of 
assembly and installation but they will be covered as we progress. DO NOT jsut dump all the 
hardware into a pile on the floor. Only open the bag that pertains to the step you are on at any 
given time.
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STEP 1 

Each side of the truck will get three (3) legs. Two of the legs will have the extension with obvious 
mounting slots and holes in them, those are the front and back leg of the system. The middle leg 
has only a flat plate with two holes in it and no bent tab.  

The two holes in the middle leg mounting foot were added during initial mock up/design in case a bracket or mount 
needed to be fabricated for securing the middle leg independently. After testing it was determined that this isn’t 
needed but the holes were left in the production units so that we have that option in the future should it be needed. 

Locate your Armor load plates. You will need two (2) of them for this step. Take one “Armor 1” 
and one “Armor 2”. You will notice that the two pieces nest together. Use the orientation in the 
drawing below to place the armor onto the legs. 

Using the bag of hardware labeled “Armor to TRUSS Legs” apply BLUE thread locking 
compound to the fasteners start each fastener in the pre-tapped hole with a lock washer and a 
flat washer on each one. There are seven (7) per side with two (2) on each outer leg and three 
(3) on the center leg. Each fastener will get a bolt, lock washer and flat washer.  

Completing this step first sets the spacing of the legs for you. After tightening the armor load 
plates with a 5mm Allen wrench sit the assembly aside and repeat the steps again with the three 
(3) remaining legs and the two (2) remaining armor plates.



STEP 2 

This next step involves getting the Driver and Passenger assemblies onto the truck. Both the 
2nd and 3rd generation Tacoma trucks have cargo rails installed inside the upper bed lip from 
the factory. These cargo rails will serve as the major attachment points for the installation. 

NOTE 
It will be necessary to remove any cargo hold attachment points or existing soft topper mounting 
hardware prior to installation in order to gain access to the tracks for installing the threaded 
inserts provided with our kit for mounting the sides to your truck. You can Put the cargo 
attachment points back in at any tie after installation is complete. 

 

Locate the raw aluminum “3205” threaded inserts and install two of them into each cargo track. 
Initial location isn’t critical as they will slide around inside the track to allow you to adjust and get 
the proper alignment. You can install them both from one end or one from either end, doesn’t 
matter. You just want to make sure that you have TWO on each side. Notice that the middle foot 
has no attachment point and will not be secured until the lower tension track for your soft topper 
is installed. 

Lift one side of the sofTRUSS assembly up onto the ledge of the truck bed and install the 
hardware in the order shown in the illustration above using the bag of hardware labeled “Rack to 
Cargo Tracks”. Use a 5mm Allen wrench and the provided hardware. The 3209 washers serve 
as a pressure distribution device across the foot of the TRUSS and must be used. DO NOT 
FULLY TIGHTEN ANY FASTENERS AT THIS POINT. You will need to adjust the position of this 
for proper alignment. 

Repeat the process for the other side and again DO NOT FULLY TIGHTEN. 
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STEP 4 

Now we will attach the adjustable load bar attachments to the sofTRUSS legs. The illustration 
below shows the MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE EXTENSION and in this position the load bars would 
be level with the Alpha and Bravo Roof Rack for the 2/3G Tacoma. The adjustability is there so 
that you can run the load bars at the appropriate height for your specific application. 

NOTE 
In order to maintain operation of the soft topper for your truck the adjustable feet must be in the 
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE EXTENSION position to provide clearance of the load bars for the 
hinge motion of your soft topper. If you aren’t concerned with motion on the soft topper you can 
run the legs in any height configuration up to the MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE EXTENSION point in 
this illustration. 
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Start by attaching the extensions (3222) 
 to only the front and rear legs of the TRUSS. For 
soft topper operation the middle load bar must be 
removed from the sofTRUSS system to provide 
adequate clearance of the hinge mechanism of 
the soft topper. 

If you are not going to utilize the open/close 
option on your soft topper you can install the 
extensions (3222) to all six legs. 

The sofTRUSS was designed to allow full load 
capacity with only two of the three provided load 
bars. 

Using the hardware in the bag labeled “TRUSS 
Soft Topper Extension Legs” and install using 
5mm Allen and 13mm Wrench. Apply Blue thread 
locker to all fasteners.



STEP 5 
With both sides assembled and tightened you’re ready to proceed with installing the load bars.  
The load bars ship to you with some special threaded inserts already installed. They are held in 
the tracks of the load bars by the Orange end caps located at the end of each load bar. These 
Orange pieces will also serve as a measuring guide when you are installing the TRUSS onto the 
truck and squaring the TRUSS to the bed of your truck. Find the bag of hardware labeled “Legs 
to Load Bars”. Each fastener will get a lock washer as well as a flat washer and you need to 
apply BLUE thread locker to each fastener.  

NOTE: 
The illustrations used will vary from the actual legs of the sofTRUSS system. The connection method, 
hardware assortment, and application is IDENTICAL. This is simply here as an aide for the way the load 
bars attach to all upTOP™ TRUSS systems. 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STEp 6 
At this point you will want to install, or re-install your soft topper to your truck. The only 
modification to the soft topper system required for use with our sofTRUSS system is to install 
FOAM GASKET TAPE to the bottom of your rail system prior to sitting it on the truck. Be sure to 
clean the track system to ensure proper adhesion of the foam gasket to the UNDERSIDE of the 
rail system.  

NOTE 
Initial softTRUSS systems will not ship with gasket material provided until 3rd quarter of 2020. Product 
delays due to world events have impacted our shipments. As a result we have sourced foam gasket tape 
at Home Depot and Lowes Home Improvement stores and verified their compatibility and they are 
suitable substitutes until the production gasket material arrives.  

SOURCE: 1/2” WIDE, 1/4” TALL FOAM GASKET (WEATHERSTRIPPING) with adhesive strip on ONE 
SIDE. 

Apply the foam gasket and proceed with the installation of your soft topper according to the instructions 
provided by the manufacturer of your soft topper. 

STEP 7 
Once you have the soft topper installed onto the truck you can proceed with installing the rear 
pressure bracket that puts down force on the rail system of the soft topper at the rear of the 
truck to crush the gasket and assist with the weather proof seal.  

You will locate and remove the 10mm bolt at the rear of your truck bed. It is near the tail light, 
towards the top. Using a 10mm remove this bolt. It will not be reused. Stainless hardware is 
provided to substitute. 

The illustration on the following page outlines the order of the brackets and hardware used for 
this step. 
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STEP 7 (CONT) 
 

Install the 3225 Bracket to the location where you removed the factory bolt. The threaded hole 
in the 3225 should be at the TOP.  

The 3226 bracket features a bend that will serve as a tongue to lay on top of the bottom rail of 
your soft topper and when adjusted/tightened will provide down force on the rear of the rail 
ensuring a tight seal on the foam gasket. 

The hardware that mounts the 3225 is m6x1.00 and will install with a 4mm Allen wrench while 
the hardware for the 3226 is m8x1.25 and will install with a 5mm Allen wrench. It will take 
considerable force to seat the rail enough to get a good clamp pressure. 
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STEP 8 

Final load bar adjustment.  

The ORANGE end caps located at the end of each load bar serve as indicators to ensure your 
TRUSS is installed square on your truck. The final placement of the load bars is not as 
important (as will be explained later) as making sure that the distance of each end cap from the 
measuring point is equal. The diagram below shows the starting position of the load bars during 
initial assembly. This will change as you square the rack to the truck. Just be sure that the 
distance from the point on the leg to the edge of the ORANGE end cap is the same on the driver 
and passenger side of the truck. 

Truck beds taper from front to back and there are variances (especially on Tacoma with the 
composite bed) that keep the bed of your truck from being a perfect square. This is why there 
are slots on each leg allowing you to fit the TRUSS to the truck bed regardless of variances. 
Just be sure that the load bars are FLUSH with the top of the TRUSS leg at each of the six(6) 
locations. Doing this will eliminate the need for tape measures and levels when fitting the 
TRUSS to your truck. It is far more important that the TRUSS is level to your truck bed itself 
than level to the ground. 

Repeat the process across all six(6) load bar attachment points and fully tighten the fasteners. 
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STEP 9 

Understanding the holes and slots in your armor plates. 

Your armor panels are pre-machined for attachment of gear. The key below shows you what the 
holes and slots are all about. Either side of your truck can be configured to your application or 
needs. Feel free to drill additional attachment points for gear as needed. This will in no way void 
or alter your warranty. Make the TRUSS work for you. 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A. waterPORT™ Shower system 

B. quickFIST™ mount locations 

C. rotoPAX™ Fuel Cans and Storage boxes 

D. maxTRAX™ Recovery boards



upKEEP 

The modular design of the sofTRUSS comes with a lot of hardware and 
connection points. These fasteners need to be inspected periodically for 
wear and torque especially after heavy use. 

If at any point during the life of your upTOP product you find hardware 
missing or damaged we will provide free of charge.  

Soft Topper Operation 

In order to operate (open/close) a soft topper with this system the middle 
load bar must be removed from the sofTRUSS. Be sure not to misplace 
hardware, leg extensions, etc….while the middle load bar is removed. 

Never apply red thread locker to any of the hardware that secures the 
extensions to the legs or the load bars. 
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